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Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) Committee 

AMEE2020 E-Poster Prize 

Author Information 
Background 

E-posters are a valuable mode of information delivery at academic conferences.  AMEE has 

been an innovator in having e-posters at its annual conferences.   In 2019, the AMEE TEL 

Committee introduced an e-poster prize, and the prize will be awarded again in 2020.   

Because of the expected numbers of e-posters, the judges will be formed from the TEL 

Committee and from previous mounted poster judges. 

 

Eligibility for the Prize 

To be eligible for the prize: 

• The e-poster must have been created for the AMEE2020 Conference. 

• At least one author listed on the poster must be registered and (virtually) present at the 

AMEE2020 Conference. 

• In Learning Toolbox, the author must have marked their e-poster as ready to publish 

by 1st August. 

 

Aim 

The aim of the prize is to select examples of good practice in preparing medical education e-

posters.  This means that we expect candidates to show that, by using and exploring the e-

poster technology, they have improved an otherwise traditional poster. 

 

Judging 

Judges are from AMEE’s TEL Committee and previous judges of the mounted posters, who 

have not submitted e-posters to AMEE2020.  Judging of the e-posters will be as follows: 

• Round 1: From 1 August 2020, the e-posters will be allocated to the judges.  This means 

that, if you are aiming for the prize, your e-posters must be marked as ready to publish 

and be as complete as possible by 1 August 2020.  (You will still be able to make changes 

after that date, but those changes might not be taken into account by the judges.) 

• After an initial selection from each judge, a shortlist for Round 2 will be created. 

• Round 2: All posters on the shortlist will be sent out so that each e-poster will have been 

judged by at least three judges. 

• Based on the final scores, the e-posters will be ranked. 

• The judges will reach consensus, and the top three e-posters established. 

• The winners will be announced at the AMEE2020 final plenary session. 

 

Prizes 

 

First Prize Winner 

• Free registration to AMEE 2021 in Glasgow (or a cash prize of £350) 

• One-year AMEE individual membership 

• Plan 50 Learning Toolbox licence for one year 

 

 

Second Prize Winner 

• Signed copy of the new edition of Essential Skills for a Medical Teacher 

• One-year AMEE individual membership 

• Plan 50 Learning Toolbox licence for one year 
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Third Prize Winner 

• One-year AMEE individual membership 

• Plan 50 Learning Toolbox licence for one year 

 

 

E-Poster design 

A good e-poster is not simply a paper poster in pdf format, and authors should ensure that 

their e-poster appropriately uses the technology.  As a guideline, authors should: 

• Read How to make an effective e-poster. (Note: This is a generic guide to e-poster design, 

and not all items will be applicable to the e-poster software currently used by AMEE);  

• Read the judging criteria, and 

• Visit the AMEE e-poster Showcase to see the e-posters from previous conferences at: 

https://my.ltb.io/#/showcase/amee 

https://www.mededworld.org/getattachment/MedEdWorld-Papers/Papers-Items/How-to-Make-an-Effective-e-Poster/How-to-Make-an-Effective-e-Poster-DOI.pdf
https://my.ltb.io/#/showcase/amee

